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Minimum Tillage 
for Growing Corn 
FRED SHUBECK, Associate Professor of Agronomy and 
QUENTIN KINGSLEY, Assistant Professor of Agronomy 
Minimum tillage refers to any 
method that reduces the number 
of conventional operations involved 
in growing corn. Most of these 
"short cuts" center around seedbed 
preparations, but some also influ­
ence the number of required cul­
tivations later in the growing 
season. 
Minimum tillage methods can be 
grouped into four systems: 
1. Wheel track planting 
2. Hard ground listing 
3. Plow plant 
4. Strip processing 
Other methods presently used 
are combinations or variations of 
the four listed above. An example 
of a minor variation is mulch plant­
ing. This is a form of strip proces­
sing where a mulch is retained on 
the soil surface. Examples of more 
extensive variations are the "Buf­
falo Till Planter" and "Bush Hog 
Varetiller Planter" which are built 
commercially and have a basic 
structure similar to the lister. 
Rotary tilling does not fit into 
the above grouping. This is a "once 
over" but not necessarily a mini-
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mum tillage method, because soil 
is quite thoroughly tilled. 
Some minimum tillage methods 
are old and some are new. Older 
methods discredited or discarded 
years ago now hold promise when 
combined with new selective weed 
killers and commercial fertilizers. 
Each minimum tillage method 
has its own merits, its own prob­
lems, and its own limitations. For­
tunately, most of these problems 
and limitations can be overcome. 
WHY USE MINIMUM TILLAGE? 
Reduces Operating Costs 
Minimum tillage is a practical 
way to reduce corn planting costs. 
The dollar and cents reduction in 
operating costs (figure 1) is one 
of the most important reasons for 
using this practice. 
Costs per acre were determined 
for 1963 on a custom rate basis 
which included labor costs. Custom 
rates were compiled from a South 
Dakota survey0 and local commer-
0Helfenstine, R. and Eno, \V. Custom 
Rates Paid by South Dakota Farmers in 
1962. South Dakota State College Exten­
sion Fact Sheet 188, 1962. 
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cial operators. The following values each tillage operation because his 
per acre were used in calculating depreciation costs are spread over 
costs: plowing, $3.50; disking a greater number of acres. Savings 
(tandem), $1.50; dragging, $.60; up to $10 per acre0 have been re-· 
planting, $1; hard ground listing, ported. Savings of $6 to $8 per acre 
$3; strip processing, $3; and plow in favor of minimum tillage meth­
plant, $4.50. ods are more common. These fig-
Operating costs will not be the ures include savings in land fitting, 
same for every farm or every lo- planting, and cultivation costs. 
cality. They depend on which min- Figure 1 shows a 4.20 saving 
imum tillage method is used, the per acre in lan 'ttin and plant­
number of times a farmer normally ing costs for ertain minimum til­
goes over his field with conven- lage met - s. These figures are 
tional methods, and the number of conse ative but realistic for local 
acres planted. For example, the AM R B t z Pl Pl t' f 1 f 'll / � usgrave, . . e a ., ow an mg operator o a arge arm w1 us1p--- of Com. Ag. Eng. 36:593-594. Septem-ally have lower per acre costs,.,,for ber, 1955. 
fit� fill,� 
LAND FILLING AND CORN PLANTING 
COSTS IN DOLLARS PER ACRE 
7.20 
CONVEN- PLOW 
Tl ONAL PLANT 
WHEEL 
TRACK 
STRIP HARD GROUND 
PROCESS LISTING 
Figure 1. Effect of minimum tillage systems on cost per acre for planting 
corn. 
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conditions. No estimate of savings 
was made for weed control costs 
in the period after planting be­
cause weed control problems varied 
so much between locations. Great­
est opportunities for reducing ex­
penses are in land fitting opera­
tions. 
Conventional seedbed prepara­
tion and planting costs for 40-bush­
el-per-acre corn and 100 bushel­
per-acre corn are about the same. 
At 40 bushels per acre, fixed costs 
are a much higher percentage of 
gross return than at 100 bushels 
per acre. A savings of $4 per acre 
with 40-bushel corn is HP/o; with 
100-bushel corn it would be only 
4%, 
In the western fringe of the corn 
belt, the expected yield is 35 to 40 
bushels per acre. In this· area the 
average farm size is expanding 
rapidly and emphasis is often 
placed on bushels of corn per farm­
er rather than bushels of corn per 
acre. Under these conditions a 
saving of $3 to $4 per acre repre­
sents a special opportunity for 
more efficient corn production, if 
comparable yields can be main­
tained. (See tables 5, 6, 7, 8). 
Saves Time 
Plowing is the most time-con­
suming operation in seedbed pre­
paration. Approximately 2 million 
pounds of soil are moved in every 
acre plowed. Minimum tillage 
methods such as strip processing 
and hard ground listing that can 
be used without plowing are much 
faster because only a fraction of 
the 2 million pounds of soil is 
moved or thoroughly tilled. 
Every minimum tillage method 
saves at least one trip over the 
field; some methods save several 
trips. This saving in time can be 
very important for some farmers. 
Since the optimum corn planting 
season is about 2 weeks, the time 
saved by eliminating unnecessary 
seedbed tillage can be critical. This 
becomes more important in years 
with above average spring rainfall. 
In addition to the time saved in 
land fitting and planting opera­
tions, additional time can be saved 
with some minimum tillage meth­
ods by increasing cultivation speed. 
Height of corn is one of the factors 
determining speed of travel. With 
wheel track planting and pre-emer­
gence band spray for weeds, the 
first cultivation can be done rapid­
ly because weeds seldom emerge 
until corn is 6 to 10 inches tall. At 
this stage there is little danger of 
covering corn by cultivating at 
high speed. 
Affects Soil Moisture 
In 1959 soil moisture samples 
were taken to a depth of 5 feet 
from a minimum tillage experiment 
in Brookings County. Soil type on 
the experimental site was Vienna 
loam. The preceding crop was oats. 
Available soil water is shown in 
table 1. 
Soil moisture measurements were 
made on July 1 because minimum 
tillage treatments required the 
first cultivation on this date. After 
the first cultivation, variation in 
roughness of seedbed of most treat­
ments was less and the expected 
difference in infiltration would be 
less. There was an interval of 34 
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Table 1. Effect of Method of Planting 
Corn on Available Water in 5-Foot 




Conventional ------------------------ 1.8 
Strip processed with straw 
mulch on surface ____________ 1.4 
Hard ground listed ____________ 1.6 
Wheel track __________________________ 2 .2 
days between planting and soil 
sampling in which different tillage 
methods could influence water 
stored in soil. Since only 2 inches 
of rain fell in this period, there were 
only minor differences in soil water 
due to tillage treatments. The small 
differences that were found could 
be attributed largely to weed 
growth. Strip processed and hard 
ground listed plots had more weeds 
and less moisture. Wheel track plots 
had remarkably few weeds in the 
loose plowing between corn rows. 
These plots also had the most water 
on July 1. 
The soil at this location was med­
ium in texture, high in organic mat­
ter, excellent in structure, and on 
nearly level topography. All of 
these soil characteristics are favor­
able for rapid water infiltration. 
Research in Indiana, Ohio, and 
Wisconsin indicates that minimum 
tillage can increase water infiltra­
tion especially on sloping terrain. 
With heavy, slowly permeable soils 
on steeper slopes, the rough seed­
bed associated with minimum till­
age methods would be expected 
to reduce run-off, especially if the 
tillage followed contour lines. 
Table 2 shows available water 
in a 5-foot profile of a Kranzburg 
silt loam onnearly level topography 
at the Southeast Research Farm 
near Centerville. 
Between planting date, May 2, 
and first sampling date, May 16, 
1. 91 inches of rain fell. Rainfall 
between May 16 and July 15 to­
taled 5.6 inches and between July 
15 and Aug. 23, 3.49 inches. 
On the first sampling date, 
slightly more available soil water 
was present in minimum tillage 
plots than conventionally tilled 
plots. 
By July 15, mulched plots con­
tained more water than the other 
two treatments. Evidently the straw 
mulch was effective in reducing 
Table 2. Effect of Method of Planting Corn on Available Water in 5-Foot Profile, 
Southeast Research Farm 1963.* 
Planting Method 
Hard ground listing ---------------------------------------------­
Conventional planting fall plow --------------------------
Strip processed with straw mulch on surface _____ _ 
Inches of Available Water 
(average of 2 replications) 










• All three treatments were fertilized with 6U pounds of 18-46-03 starter ( 18-20.2-0 elemental 
basis) and 70 pounds of nitrogen per acre applied as a side dressing. 
318% N, 46% P20,, 0% K20. To convert 
to elemental basis multiply percent P20s 
by 0.44 to get percent of P. Multiply per­
cent K20 by 0.83 to get percent of K. 
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Table 3. Effect of Corn Planting Method on Soil Bulk Density at Southeast Re­
search Farm August 23, 1963. 
Bulk density of soil between corn rows 
Hard ground Conventional planting 







evaporation and run-off of the 5.6 
inches of rain that fell during this 
period. 
On August 23, mulched plots had 
slightly less water than the other 
two planting methods because only 
a small amount of straw remained 
on the soil surface to increase infil­
tration and because there were 
more weeds in mulched plots 
which used large quantities of mois­
ture. Several combinations of 
shovels, disks, and sweeps were 
tried in the mulch plots to control 
weeds without covering the straw 
mulch. These methods were mod­
erately successful. 
Affects Soil Compaction 
Bulk density can be used as an 
indication of a soil's compaction, 
oxygen availability, and mechan­
ical impedance to plant roots. 0 
Critical limits of bulk density have 
been estimated in order to evalu­
ate tillage practices for corn. For 
the seedling environment zone, the 
upper bulk density limit was esti­
mated to be 1.4 and the lower limit 
to be 1.0. 0 Bulk density samples 
were taken at the Southeast Re­
search Farm in 1963. Soils from 
three different planting methods 







These samples were taken be­
tween rows on August 23, more 
than 3 months after planting. Bulk 
density of only the upper 6 inches 
of soil was affected by different 
tillage and planting procedures. 
Bulk density was greatest in un­
plowed hard ground listed plots. 
Lister shovels did not loosen the 
soil or increase its pore space h 
tween rows as much as the 
board plow. Stubble rr. 
were not plowed but their b 
sities were about the same 
of plowed plots. This may ...., � 
to the 30-inches-wide sweeps used 
for cultivating mulched plots. 
These sweeps ran a little deeper in 
the soil than conventional cultivator 
shovels and apparently had 
a greater loosening effect. 
Bulk density between corn rows 
in hard ground listed plots was at 
the maximum limit of the optimum 
range estimated for seedling envi­
ronmental zone. 0 This may explain 
in part, why yields from hard 
ground listing occasionally fell be­
low those from conventional meth­
od. In addition, it indicates why 
0 Larson, W. E. Soil Parameters for 
Evaluating Tillage Needs and Operations. 
Soil Science Soc. of Am. Proceedings Vol. 
28, pp. 118-122. Jan.-Feb. 1964. 
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yields from minimum tillage meth­
ods that use the plow are more 
easily kept equal to or �hove those 
from conventional methocls. 
The following dis9u_s$iQn ,;points 
out the specific advantages and 
,disac}yantages of each I minimum 
tillage method-wheel track plant­
ing, h�rd ground listing, plow plant, 
and strip processing. A discussion 
of roto tilling is also included. 
WHEEL TRACK PLANTING 
l 
Wheel·track,planting is probably 
the most "foolproof"· of the four 
minimum tWage',systems because 
fewer �ro�lems are encountered 
... ' r-),L.J 
and those are easily overcome. 
Planter shoes run in tracks made 
by packer 1or tractor wheels. Even 
'though disking and harrowing can 
be eliminated, time and expense 
savings are smaller than with other 
minimum tillage methods: 
Several commerical machines are 
available r which eliminate one or more trips over the field. Srime are 
to be usecl with plowing and-some 
without plowing. Their perfor­
mance has been very satisfactory 
when used in the soil environment 
they were ibuild for. For those farm­
ers who would like to use their 
existing' machinery, machinery 
modification i's discussed.' 
,, , - I . 
££)2 
nrlt 
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With a 4-row planter and utility 
tractor, set the two rear wheels close 
enough to make tracks for the two 
inside rows. The front tractor 
wheels can be extended to pack 
the 2 outside rows. 
Another way is to bolt a second 
pair of wheels to the rear tractor 
wheels, use metal drums or pipes 
as spacers to keep the extra wheels 
at the proper distance. 
Still another method is to offset 
the planter hitch to the right and 
adjust tractor wheels so they track 
for row 1 and 3 (figure 3). Then 
change the frame work on the 
planter so the carrying wheels track 
for rows 2 and 4. A packer wheel 
for each row could be mounted in 
front of the planter. Then the off­
set hitch would not be necessary. 
Figure 3. Use of a wide front end 
tractor and off-set hitch on a 4-row 
planter for wheel track planting. 
No Extra Wheel Tracks 
Corn planters with carrier wheels 
that make additional tracks to those 
in the row are not well suited for 
wheel track planting. The extra 
wheel tracks pack the soil and 
stimulate weed growth, nullifying 
the major advantages of the system. 
If the plowing is left loose and 
rough, weeds will seldom emerge 
until the corn is 6 to 10 inches high. 
Some farmers, in their first at­
tempt at using wheel track plant­
ing, are reluctant to plant in un­
disturbed plowing. Instead they 
lightly disk the field first or pull 
a drag behind the plow. This helps 
to conserve surface moisture, but 
any tillage no matter how light, 
will pack the plowed soil and stim­
ulate weed growth. 
Plant Soon After Plowing 
It is best to plow and plant the 
same day. On a warm windy day, 
soil aggregates dry out quickly on 
the surface and tractor wheels can­
not press the hard dry clods to­
gether into a good seedbed. With 
this condition, the seed-soilcontract 
is poor, germination is delayed, and 
a poor stand results. At the Menno 
Research farm in 1957, a hot, dry 
30-mile-an-hour wind started early 
in the morning shortly after the 
plots were plowed. By evening the 
silty clay loam surface soil was so 
hard and cloddy that the tractor 
wheels could not press aggregates 
together to make a good seedbed. 
The optimum soil moisture con­
tent for wheel track planting is 
about the same as that for optimum 
plowing conditions. 
By plowing and planting the 
same day, weeds will not have the 
opportunity to germinate ahead of 
the corn. 
Wheel Track Pla nting and Weeds 
Weeds are generally easier to 
control with wheel track planting 
than with other minimum tillage 
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methods. Corn may be 6 to 10 
inches high before cultivation is 
needed between rows. 
One weed problem associated 
with wheel track planting should 
be noted. Weeds are slow to germ­
inate in the loose plowing between 
rows but quick to germinate in the 
packed wheel tracks in the corn 
row where they are m�e difficult 
to control. This calls for an early 
tillage to control weeds in the 
wheel track when there is no need 
for cultivation between rows. 
Starter fertilizer placed in a band 
near the seed is not the answer to 
this problem because weed seeds 
in the wheel track are stimulated 
by fertilizer and grow about as fast 
as the corn. A spike tooth or fiextine 
harrow used to kill early weeds in 
the row, packs the soil between rows 
and minimizes advantages of the sy­
stem. Early tillage with a tractor 
mounted cultivator has the same 
effect. With cloddy soils and sites 
infested with quack grass, an early 
cultivation with a tractor cultivator 
is difficult because cloddy soil in 
rough plowing makes it unsuitable 
for rolling in small amounts of soil 
to cover weeds in the row without 
covering corn. 
This objectionable feature was 
minimized in experimental plots by 
applying a pre-emergence weed 
spray in a band equal to the width 
of the wheel track. The spray con­
trolled weeds in the row close to 
corn plants and eliminated the ne­
cessity for an early, slow cultiva­
tion. By applying spray in a band, 
costs were materially reduced and 
cultivation could be delayed until 
weeds began to emerge in plow­
ing between rows. 
When the soil was not previous­
ly infested with weeds and no 
spray used, corn planted with min­
imum tillage methods had fewer 
weeds than corn planted with con­
ventional methods (table 4). 
This location was unusually free 
of weeds from the beginning of 
the experiment in 1956 so no weed 
spray was used. Yellow and green 
fox tail were the predominant 
weeds present. Application of nit­
rogen usually increased amount of 
weed growth. 
Table 4. Effect of Planting Methods on Weeds at Harvest, Menno Research Farm. 
Weeds reported in tons 
Pounds per acre* per acre at 15% moisture 
N p K Method of planting 1958  1959 
0 17.6 0 Conventional 0.22 0.75 
60 17.6 0 Conventional 0.73 1 .08 
0 1 7.6 0 Wheel track 0 . 12  0.4 1  
60 1 7.6 0 Wheel track 0.04 0.56 
0 17.6 0 Hard ground listing 0.09 0.46 
60 17 .6 0 Hard ground listing 0 . 12  0.50 
• Applied by broadcasting before plowing or listing. 
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allowed �o dnthefore planting, poor 
stands resulte<;l, , F_reshly plowed 
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Soils high ii:;i silt �ppeared to with-
r ,§tand abuse from heavy machinery 
1traffic .better than those . high in 
1 clay. 1,txpectep benefits from wheel 
. . track 1 planting on silty loess soils 
would be' .less than on heavy , wet 
alluvial soils. 
With sandy soils, the large ag­
gregates in rough plowing between 
._ "Y�eel trq.ck plaµted row� are more 
resistant to wind erosion, than the 
.�·m'.all �ggregates which re�ult. from 
conven�ional 1!llethods where sev­
�ral . trios are made over t1)e field 
;with I dis� �P9 drag . . 
.c. I ( � I 
" H 2 do, b · 
r > ri i  · t Ha rd Ground Listing after Chopplnst Corn Stalks 
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because the seedbed is prepared 
and corn planted in one operation. 
It is a quick, easy, and inexpensive 
way to plant corn. The problems 
usually occur after the corn is 
planted. 
Machinery 
A rotary bottom lister with 15-
inch saucer shaped disk mold­
boards was used in all experiment­
al plots. Penetration was good and 
it worked well in wet sticky soils. 
It planted corn without trouble in 
a wide range of soil types and plant 
residues. More weight on the pack­
er wheel would have been helpful 
under some conditions to insure 
good seed-soil contact. 
Cultivation and Weed Problems 
In eastern South Dakota experi­
mental plots, weed control was the 
most serious problem associated 
with hard ground listing. This 
problem can be overcome, but it is 
a potential hazard on fields heavily 
infested with weeds. "Kill we.eds 
before they emerge, when their 
roots are tender and white" is old 
but good advice and especially ap­
plicable to hard ground listing. If 
weeds get a good start in hard 
ground listed corn, they are usually 
more difficult to control than in 
conventionally planted corn. 
In the experimental plots, grassy 
weeds were especially trouble­
some. In one plot, volunteer rye 
growing on top of ridges was quite 
a problem. Ridge-top weeds were 
usually difficult to control unless 
the field was disked before plant­
ing. With tap rooted weeds 2 or 
more inches in height at planting 
time, it was best to disk the seed­
bed before listing. If this was not 
done, the lister moldboards could 
not throw enough soil to cover 
wee<ls in the center of the ridges. 
If these ridge top weeds do get an 
early start, a spike tooth harrow 
will kill some of them, but if the 
weeds are too tall to cover with the 
lister, they are usually too well es­
tablished to kill with a drag. A 
rotary hoe or lister cultivator set 
to throw soil away from the corn 
row for the first cultivation were 
not very effective. If the disks were 
set to split the ridges and throw 
soil toward the row, it would kill 
thl� \veeds, but this cannot be done 
until the corn is several inches high 
or the corn would be covered. A 
fr�mt mounted cultivator with 12-
to 14.-inch sweeps running in the 
center of the ridges was successful 
for controlling these weeds. It was 
more difficult to keep sweeps in 
the ridge centers with a rear mount­
ed cultivator. Weeds down in the 
trench were not so difficult to con­
trol, but a pre-emergence band 
spray was very helpful. 
The second cultivation with a 
lister cultivator, when soil was 
thrown in toward the plant by 
breaking the center ridges, was 
sometimes troublesome in heavier 
soils. The disks penetrated satis­
factorily, but the hard packed, un­
plowed soil in the ridges made it 
difficult to keep the disks running 
in the center of the ridge, to throw 
soil equally toward each corn row. 
Rocky soils were objectionable 
because as the lister shovels slid 
around a rock so did the corn rows, 
making them crooked. When this 
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occurred, a section of the row was 
often close enough to an adjoining 
straight row to be cultivated out. 
In rocky fields, speed of planting 
must be reduced or equipment will 
be damaged. 
Noxious weeds presented a spec­
ial hazard. If quack grass was pre­
sent, hard ground listing was not 
very successful without an effect­
ive pre-emergence weed spray. 
The reduced number of tillage 
operations offered little or no con­
trol of noxious weeds. There was 
an inverse relationship between the 
need for weed sprays and amount 
of tillage. With tillage held to a 
minimum, as with hard ground 
listing, there was a greater need 
for weed sprays to control weeds 
and maintain yields. 
Getting a Stand 
Several farmers and research 
workers have reported difficulties 
in obtaining good stands of corn 
with the lister. In some instances 
this is due to lack of compaction of 
the soil over the seed by the lister 
press wheels. With poor seed-soil 
contact, germination is slow and 
stands are uneven. A light rain is 
usually sufficient to firm up the 
seedbed and establish satisfactory 
seed-soil contact. A heavy rain may 
wash soil down from the ridges and 
bury small seedlings, or wash them 
out completely if lister furrows are 
up and down hill. 
In the experimental trials on lev­
el land, getting a good stand was 
not a serious problem. Good stands 
were obtained every year for 8 con­
secutive vears of this investigation. 
At �b\., -;o t t theast Research Farm 
in 1963 stands with listed corn were 
better than with surface planted 
corn. A late spring frost occurred 
which killed surface planted corn, 
but it did relatively little damage 
to listed corn. 
Slow Start 
Early growth of listed corn is 
sometimes slow. This is more no­
ticeable in cold wet springs and in 
shallow top soils that decrease 
sharply in fertility with depth. 
Fertilizer, placed correctly, will 
help overcome this disadvantage. 
Fertilizer Placement 
Broadcasting phosphorus prior 
to listing has not been a satisfac­
tory way of fertilizing hard ground 
listed corn. When phosphorus . is 
broadcast on the soil surface, lister 
moldboards push it high into the 
middle ridges where the plants are 
nnable to use it early in the season. 
Phosphorus does not readily move 
from this location down into the 
root zone. It is one of the most im­
rno bile of macronutrients required 
by plants. 
In one experimental plot in 
Brookings County, the top 4 inches 
of soil were deficient in phosphorus 
and the soil below was even more 
deficient. Phosphorus fertilizer was 
broadcast on the surface, the lister 
shovels pushed it to the center rid­
ges and corn was planted 4 to 6 
inches below the surface in soil that 
had the lowest possible phosphorus 
supplying ability. As a result, every 
corn plant was stunted in growth 
and purplish in color indicating a 
severe phosphorus deficiency. 
Young corn plants were severly re-
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tarded until , the second week in 
, July. ' By this time roots were, evi­
dently able to r,ecover rriore phos-
phorus. l f1 r 
· ,J'his problem was not so serious 
for soils high in phosphorus or for 
those that receive phosphorus fer­
tilizer applications every year. 
With, annual applications, re�idual 
curry-over ,may . be enough ,to sat­
isfy early needs of plants. 
· N itr.ogen moves through soil 
more1 rapidly than phosphorus · 1 so 
placement is not such a serious 
problem. · If' supplemental nitrogen 
is needed, it can be sidedressed 
e:arly in the season. Nitrogen fer-
,1tiJizer ('i:equkerpents are often. a lit­
_.tJ.e greater for. hard ground listing 
because . the expected release of 
,nitr,ogen r fr<;>m I breakdown of soil 
organic matter by soil micro-organ­
isms-will be less. With fewer tillage 
operations anc_l. less , s9il aeration, 
aqtivityJ of these micro-organisms 
that break dow,n Oiiganic matter to 
release .its nitrogen will be limited. 
I 1 , 
I Fe,rti lizer Applicator . P roblems 
Most conventional furrow open-
ers for application of fertilizer were 
mot satisfactorr for" hard • ground 
<'lis.tirlg,:l Single disk, double disk, 
�sh0e .anc:L .disk-shoe combinations 
e.were-)ti:iie.tb [�iwas difficult to pen­
-retiraft:e1r.2i inc:liesr ,below the seed in 
-unplowed 'Sdil.o Ciio\m.fesi�ues and 
Unoistt- sd>H 1.aollpote-d' im £romt of the 
i©peib.e�S/IIplugging HftmtiHzer (; cleliv­
�r� rtqbes l Am foxpflrimentah dpemer 
�:IS':) d�hiised.; t-lia t ,JWl(]}r!ke,tlr1 iweJlr J in 
rlll962 ·;!.and 96:l.d lt ?c0nsis� f@f ,.a 
,solid I shank cuiwedrfofwfardHatf ,the 
b>o'ttom, with · a,·rsmaH, 1h)�tal , ipoint 
-wiel�ed ,at . t:lue ,tip, resembling 1a 
minature subsoiler. The fertilizer 
boot was attached at the rear ,of 
the shank. This penetrated easily 
in hard ·unplowed 'soil and gave 
I less trouble lrom collecting debris. 
Fertilizer was funneled t)lrough the 
bo0t 1and 1 fell, ir;t ,place beh}nd ·the 
-op�:mer , point which was 2 inches 
t<D· the side and 2 inches· below the 
seed. It was attached by remov,ing 
ooe 0f the seed· covering disks and 
ancd. bolting, the £ertilizer applicator 
t0. ther bracket originally i ntend,€d for the seed covering disk shank. 
Seed was , covered adequately with 
, the. remaining covefing disk by in­
creasing the ahgle of approach so 
I that it threw more soil on the seed. 
Croppi,ng Seq uence 
Corn can be hard ground listed 
after any crop, but in some ii:istan­
ces the extra trouble and work 
make this practiee undesirable., 
Hard ground listing -Works well 
with continuous' corn. At the Menno 
Substation, corn was grown con­
tinuously for 5 years. There was 
less • trouble 'when old ·stalks were 
eitHer ·disked or 1 chopped. Each 
year corn was listed in the center 
b �hveen rows of the previous years 
corn , stalks. No important difficul­
ties were encou.ntered during plant­
ing and· good stands were 'obtained 
every 1year. However, old corn 
stalks and roots were troublesome 
for .. the 1first cultivation. Conven­
tional cultivator - shovels pulled up 
-old corh roots and covered · new 
�.0rn seedlings. A combination of 
' oisk1hiill©rs and shovels worked bet-
ter.) A ·mtary. hoe did not penetrate 
.fut J�ough .into !the hard unplowed 
,ground to be effective. A lister cul-
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tivator worked fairly well for the classes from loam to silty clay. Sat­
first cultivation. In the second cult- isfactory stands and yields were 
ivation, when disks were reversed obtained on all the different soil and ridges split, some root clumps textures in this range. Since the were brought to the surface but this soil was not "fluffed-up" or loosen­was not very serious. A spike tooth ed by the plow in hard ground or flextine harrow worked quite listing, bulk density between rows well for early cultivation to break was som_etimes quite high (table up old corn roots, level center rid- 3). For this reason oxygen avail­ges, and drag down soil to cover ability, micro-organism activity, small weeds in the furrows. With and mechanical impedance to roots this metHod· )>Id corQ roots were may be adversely effected O? the no,t p1diea_ .up,., with shovels until · heavier soils . . the I;1ew · corn was f�irly,}"ell along. ,, · · · d Well drained, moderately_ well Ji!: cropping sequence �f. com an .,, d . d . nd h t l 
i .smaJl -,grain ·was satisfactory, . but.: �-d
ra�ned
, �I h 
som
b
ew � p�or Y 
· ·0 � · ... i:: -�· - ·t ·bb1 . n:n11• ,,,;. u� .� �: , r�u;i_e sm s ave een mvestigat-wee s . m . .. ;cue s µ e . '-� �a se;. · ,,,,.:.1 'Iii' �· • t l l t t · Bl '· if t�. -ci;, ·i. _ · ... . s:J'.• k. d d ' .. -� �"":·: i1n one expenmen a p 5>· . on a rou e 1�.t\.l"are. no ... uis e own ... - h t I d · · d · ·1 before listing� 'tJ sually Jarge crops 'SOIIle\.V .' � . · � P.OO� Y ram� SOl , 
f '· tr > h. , ;·ld .. 'b ., h -r ...] a· .- k;· · " water� eollected m the trenches, re-o s aw S 01:l.J. e C oprµ, lS - d d. . . � .�l ·d -- 'd .- - · · � . . . tar ed plant: �owth, and reduced e } · o.r a e an remo.x_e . , _ �ul . ·-





_ ; ,}}� t�
O� �Ila· �
opsr down in the· trenC� · S le cor . L�Ss .l:' an res1 ue re-
rrlai lg �ft�t' O�eans th�n aft�r corn, M,o1st e�peri�ent�l J?lf?�S ��re On which1make�,1 it, ea·sier to 'pl�nt �nd -slopes I of less than . 3%. Cons1cler-
• , · f ,if l b 1 • · 1 • . ,t.(• · I f f ( I_J l r,, l1 U, dul�ivat� t'He q9rn. · . ) J j  • •  : • a e SOI wasumg occurreu m one ) ,·!Hara gto-o.nd'listin...r %i's nof been ' fot 6h o�ly a ;to;J .'s1°j
: ·e\,flteµ1 list
1
·r l 5 . f l  6' ) 1 ,  'O l!.J'I (I f " .  U• ! • 1 hl ·i1I' I f SU ce Hur after grassM and leg- rr w were up an oown Ul ' . 
urn�s01 u�derH, limitJtl II; £1 istufe. list'irig (follows dq'Iitouilii\�s,'£1 rr6Ws 
G ,n t )..{d ' l I 1' 1 1 1 t t kt'I' ' d Jfifl ad: 'as' a.a:fflJ, to' ·col1e'ct wa kr tasses au egumes a e no 1 1e 
1 1 ' jth( '�h1e"1 )1is'rer aRd tne:f 1borri��t1e ah81 'ore'vent truhdff. ,·:rHis1 16ali 1'be 
O J  I �t' ti(,; l l .l, I tr "' n ( I · . 1JJ r . I a· ) .l;',t, tl'anlritbhs, I( HO\treJet, 1"H. ecam'e (.>tf �w1 Ti ' corn 1or ,m01s-cure n m,1 n- 5 �nrs� ' jre is He�r ro· plow artd ·aisk water washes over jtis tdnel, rulge 
I he1sA ffo� g (1 1 ' r�p1s I Bef�rJ lii ing. on the slope, the:Q . al) rid�es, bel ·r Jm.Tq I J I l J • I [!') _)' J; ' { I • ! , will probaBly . dsfi ow'<a . cau e 1 Soil> Type forIHard Gro�,nd 1 Listingi i serious erosion, 1in1��i ttfr�acJ;; fre 
I rtxper'i'm�fital 1plots have•been I�- cbnJtn.ictecf ! 't'i flt:"ake)t e'ifre ' ;tSf f xtra 
'c:atetl Ofi1 1 � ii!ngd c>f' sb 'l ' textural water. ' J  '<' m l ' f {  ,. l'"Hfl rL 
II . I '  Ju i , . , II J  ( lw .. , · ,,or, . I ' !l. ' > it l'.. . horfj }if! Jlff;(r ·110k, 
} r V f., I IT J f1 ')iff•)",J[) l i[ •)br2 .L mt l�� 1 f l t / b· H;fq ?.J,; N hbom V/U"f· f I H  
J r  t i  ·,,>trrnlq ')gr;rrn:b 0 1  d;g, 1 uf!'} J20'.J l i ,n rnhJfl 11.: '!loftt b:>1H 1 10 1 1r .· J} I ! '( rn 2' hil2 w >fq , ,rf t ti 'nri l! 1 i  h·... :ilqmi.;, u, 11 rro r1·HnJcHo' r ,1 if.JJ., 7.[ 'l'1lodq mo ) f;  O')ff ll . Lv· j;'J/ 'H,d lco, I . fhv, zh' •;' fyyif'w'll 
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Plow Plant Machine with Fertilizer Applicator 
PLOW PLANT 
This method refers to plowing 
and planting in a once over oper­
ation. Packer wheels are used to 
firm the seedbed in rough plowing. 
This method is not as popular as 
wheel track planting because most 
farm tractors are not large enough 
to plow and plant more than one 
row at a time. 
Machinery Modifications 
for a One Row Unit 
An elaborate combination of ma­
chinery is not necessary for the 
plow plant method. An experiment­
al 1-row model was placed on a 
mounted plow at nominal cost. 
Construction was simple, yet it 
worked fairly well. A tool bar was 
bolted on top of the plow beams 
at right angles to direction of tra­
vel. Point of attachment was ap­
proximately 2 feet behind rear edge 
of the leading moldboard. A single 
row planter was bolted on the tool 
bar and adjusted laterally to plant 
in the turned over furrow of the 
right hand or most forward bottom. 
Object was to mount the planting 
unit as far forward as possible to 
reduce lateral or whip action which 
\Vil l be accentuated if the planter 
i<; mounted far to the rear on a 
free floating plow and to reduce 
strain on the hydraulic pump which 
lifts plow and planter out of the 
ground. Side movement may be 
enough to damage planter drive 
wheel if the plow slides around a 
rock. When a corn planter is added 
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to weight of the plow plus an ap­
plicator for weed and insect chem­
icals, plus a fertilizer applicator 
with drive wheel, hopper and fur­
row opener, the additional weight 
may be beyond the capacity of the 
hydraulic system. The mechanical 
8dvantage will be more favorable 
if most of the weight is mounted 
forward, close to the hitch. N�wer 
tractors have more rugged hydrau­
l ic systems that will handle this ex­
tra weight quite easily. 
The experimental model had 
double disk furrow openers which 
cut through trash and clods with a 
minimum of plugging. No packing 
device was used ahead of openers 
the first year. The next year a till­
age attachment that looked like a 
miniature section of a flextine har­
row was bolted on in front of the 
openers. This helped to break up 







soil ahead of the planter, but old 
stalks and straw would occasionally 
bunch up in front of this unit. A 
small packer wheel with a com­
pression spring would probably do 
a better job of rolling overthe trash 
and clods without plugging. 
Machinery Modifications 
for a 2-Row Unit 
A little more ingenuity is some­
times required to put a 2-row unit 
together. If the plow is large 
enough to turn a swath 80 inches 
wide, then merely bolt on another 
planting unit (figure 4). This 
would take a 5-bottom plow with 
16-inch bottoms. It is not necessary 
to buy a plow exactly this width to 
assemble a 2-row plow-plant unit 
because the plow width need not 
be exactly 80 inches for two 40-inch 
rows. For example, a plow with six 
14-inch bottoms could be used. This 
I 
l� L.fo"� 
Figure 4. Examples of how tool bar planters can be attached on a 5-bottom 
plow for a 2-row unit. 
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totals 84 inches. To take care of the 
extra 4 inches, merely adjust the 
plow S? that the right hand bottom 
taJ:kes a 10-inch cut instead of a 14-
inch cut. 
On the experimental 1-row unit, 
a plow was tried that could cut a 
swath 8 inches wider than neces­
sary. The plow was adjusted so that 
8 inches of the right hand bottom 
extended out in the dead furrow 
and did not turn any soil. The 
plowing looked a little uneven and 
the first cultivation was more dif­
ficult but a good stand was ob­
tained. 
A 2-row unit is not limited to 
large equipment. It can be done 
with 2 average size tractors and 
plows, provided total width of cut 
is wide enough for 2 corn rows. 
Plowing units can operate inde­
pendently but the 2-row planter 
would be mounted on the second 
plow. With 2 drivers instead of 1, 
this may give some variation in 
width between each pair of rows. 
Weed ;Control 
This system is similar to wheel 
track planting in regard to weed 
problems. Packer wheels on the 
corn planter are much narrower in 
width than tractor tires so the area 
of rapid weed growth is minimized. 
This makes it a little easier to con­
trol weeds with the plow plant 
method. 
It is important to use the rotary 
hoe or drag for the first weed con­
trol tillage when · soil moisture is 
just right to break up clods. When 
clods are broken up, weed control 
will be easier with subsequent cult­
ivations. 
A band spray over the row for 
weed control is desirable to kill 
hard-to-get .weeds in the row and 
forestall the first cultivation. This 
will allow the loose porous plowing 
to remain between rows longer. 
Row Spacing 
The first question usually asked 
is "Can rows be spaced accurately 
enough with a one-row' planter to 
cultivate with a 2-row cultivator?" 
The first thing to do is to adjust 
the right rear tractor wheel so that 
the tire side wall is just touching 
the furrow wall when the plow is 
cutting a 40-inch swath. "'7itli this 
arrangement there was very l_ittle 
side draft in the experimental mo9-­
el because the center of draft was 
fairly close to the center of pull. 
The planter unit can be moved left 
or right on the tool bar until it.plants 
�n the freshly turned right hand 
furrow. The distance between corn 
rows using a single row planter will 
then depend entirely on width of 
cut of the plow which in turn de­
pends on how accurately the right 
rear tire is held against the furrow 
wall. Several rows were measured 
in experimental plots and the max­
imum variation in row width was 
2 inches. A variation in row width 
of 2 or 3 inches is not important 
when a pre-emergence band spray 
is used. With a 14-inch pre-emer­
gence band spray over the row, 
cultivator -shovels can be set out 7 
inches or more from the corn plant 
and still control weeds. When shov­
els are set out this far, a row width 
could easilyvary 2 or 3 inches with­
out danger of covering corn or 
pruning roots. , >J' 
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Soil Compaction and Plow Plant · Soil Types for Pl�w Plant lrl) 
t , With the plow plant method, The plow-plant method is well 
there a�e n
1
0 , trips over th� 
1 
field adapted to a wide range · in soil 
with · a tractor for seedbed prepar- types. Its use 'Yould have maximum 
ation after it is plo�ed. With nar- advantage in heavy wet fields 
row corn planter packer wheels, where soil structure breaks down 
comP.action in the row is minimized. under, jheavy �acqine;y traffic. 
Therefore, more of the surface soil It , could also be used o°ii sandy · soils s{ibject to wind 1 'erosion'. 1With js loose and open for rapiQ intake C�nventional methods the I extra of wate� and better aeration. disking and draggfog bi-e'ak down 
1, ,, • 1 , 1 1 , 1 l l t P(J soil aggregates rnaking them m��e 
O�taining Stands I easily m�ved by wind. 1 , ' ' 1 _ 
Excellent stands were . obtained From field O�Sfrv,ations) of plow-in experimental plots every year. plant �xperimental. plots ori gentle 
The most important thmg to insure sloP,es1 it 'itapP,aren
1t' tliat this mJth-
' I f r I } 
good stands is a firm seedbed that od is more suited to steeper slnges 
will establish good seed-soil con- than some of ·'the� other' minimull). 
tact. With 2-row plou, plant uni,ts, tillage methods. r- 1 ? l ) H  J ,· I ii ')
.-;
[ 
additional we,ight on. the planter , ·; · "  , , · .  , · f • •  [cf r 1 ; 
wheels i5, sometimes necessary to • i STRIP PROCESSl�G .< 
compress loose soil and bring it in Strip processing refers to any 
contact with the seed: mefhod where only a narrow strip 
Strip Processing Machine ,, · 'f ' · 
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of soil is thoroughly worked. Ad­
vantages of this method are similar 
to those of hard ground listing. 
Machinery Adaptations 
The strip processing machine us­
ed in experimental plots consisted 
of a narrow blade running deep to 
loosen the soil, a wide blade run­
ning shallow to kill weeds between 
rows and a narrow section of rotary 
hoe to w0rk up soil in the row. 
Planting units were mounted at the 
rear. 
!twas difficult to hold tillage sec­
tions at a uniform depth if the soil 
was hard, dry, or stony. In unpiow­
ed ground, straw and weeds col­
lected and bunched in front of till­
age units. On disked cornstalks and 
stubble this was not a problem. The 
combination of rotary hoe and 
blades made a satisfactory seedbed 
in the strips and good stands were 
usually obtained. 
There was not enough soil tur­
bulence created by the thin sweeps 
to provide good weed control be­
tween rows in unplowed land. The 
sweeps cut roots of tap rooted 
weeds but were ineffective against 
grassy weeds. Strip processing 
would work best in fall plowed 
land. 
Several adaptations of the ma­
chine described above have been 
improvised. Different types of tools 
such as rototillers, hoes, knives, 
sweeps, and flexible tines have 
been placed in front of the planter 
shoes to prepare seedbed strips. 
Descriptive terms such as till plant­
er and mulch planter have deve­
loped which describe certain com­
binations of the above adaptations 
for strip processing. A mulch plant­
er was assembled at the Southeast 
Research farm which prepared a 
narrow strip for seeding and left a 
straw mulch on the surface. It con­
sisted of conventional planter shoes 
with V-shaped metal straps bolted 
on to push away the trash. Pene­
tration was obtained by sweeps 
bolted to planter shoes. The seed­
bed wasworked with a Noble blade 
prior to planting to loosen the soil 
and kill weeds yet maintain a 
straw mulch on the surface. 
ROTOTILLER 
This could not be classified as a 
minimum tillage method because 
the soil is quite. thoroughly tilled. 
However, it is a "once-over" meth­
od for seedbed preparation and has 
some advantages. For example, 
plant residues are mixed with the 
soil, not turned over in a layer. For­
ward thrust gained from forward 
working blades reduce draft and 
tire slippage compared to plowing. 
This increases working range in 
dther wetter or dryer conditions. 
Seedbeds can be prepared with 
coarse or fine aggregates depend­
ing on speed of travel. 
On the other hand, rotary tillage 
is claimed to be destructive of nat­
ural soil structural units and the re­
sulting fragments supposedly have 
reduced structural stability.7 The 
horsepower requirement for the 
power take off is high. This method 
has been included in the minimum 
7Page, J. B., Willard, C. J. and McCuen, 
G. W. Progress Report on Tillage Meth­
ods in Preparing Land for Corn. Soil Sci. 
Soc. Am. Proc. 11 : 77, 1946. 
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tillage trials at the Southeast Re­
search farm for 2 years. Weed prob­
lems were about the same as those 
with conventional seedbed prepar­
ation with plow, disk, and drag. 
the seedbed was light, fluffy and 
mel]ow. Good stands were obtained 
each year. 
YIELD COMPARISONS 
Minimum tillage experiments 
werestarted at the Menno Research 
Farm in 1956 and carried on 
through 1960. After 3 years of pre­
liminary work at Menno, it was ob­
vious that this tillage principle had 
considerable merit and work was 
expanded in 1959. Investigations 
were also conducted in Brookings 
County from 1959 through 1961. 
Two new methods of planting were 
added and pre-emergence weed 
spray combinations were investi­
gated. In 1962 this work was again 
expanded to include 10 treatments 
at the Southeast Research Farm. 
Investigations at Menno 
Resea rch Fa rm 
Corn yields obtained at the Men­
no Research Farm are shown in 
table 5. No yields were reported 
for 1960 because the corn in some 
replicates was flooded, causing er­
ratic yield data. 
Plants were hand thinned to 
10,668 per acre in all plots. Four re­
plications of continuous corn were 
grown each year. In 1956, fertilizer 
was broadcast on top of the ground 
before any tillage was performed. 
In 1957, 1958, and 1959 fertilizer 
was broadcast before plowing for 
conventional and wheel track plots 
but after listing in the listed plots. 
This change was made to determine 
if early dragging, in listed plots, 
would pull fertilizer down from the 
ridges to furrow bottoms and facil­
itate its uptake by plant roots. List­
ed corn yields in 1957 and 1958 in­
dicate that this practice combined 
with residual fertilizer effect had a 
slightly beneficial influence on 
yield. 
In general, yields from minimum 
tillage methods held up very well 
over the 4-year period. Yield in­
creas�s from nitrogen werevariable. 
In 1959, a dry year, nitrogen ap­
peared to decrease yields with all 
methods of planting. A larger in­
crease from nitrogen was expected 
in hard ground listed plots. 
Table 5. Effect of Minimum Tillage on Yield of Corn, Menno Research Farm. 
Bushels of corn per acre 
Pounds per acre of 4 yr. 
N p K Planting Method 1956 1957 1958 1959 ave. 
0 17.6 0 Conventional 43 76 52 22 48 
60 1 7.6 0 Conventional 52 82 63 1 9  54 
0 1 7.6 0 Wheel track 46 74 54 21 49 
60 1 7.6 0 Wheel track 32 75 54 1 1  43 
0 1 7.6 0 Hard ground list 43 8 1  63 26 53 
60 1 7.6 0 Hard ground list 43 84 66 19  53 
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Table 6. Effect of Tillage Method and Pre-emergence Spray on Corn Yield, 






Method treatment* bu of com/ acre bu of corn/acre 
Conventional spray 32 44 
Conventional no spray 24 29 
Strip processed spray 17  3 1  
Strip processed no spray 1 2  1 8  
Hard ground listed spray 1 8  47 
Hard ground listed no spray 17  44  
Wheel track spray 32 40 
Wheel track no spray 29 32 
*Simazine 50 W applird in a 1 3-inch band over the. row at t ime of seeding at the rate of 2 lbs. 
active ingredient (4 lbs. of product) per acre actually covered by the spray. 
Investigations in Brookings Cou nty 
In 1959 two experiments were 
performed in Brookings County; 
one followed corn, and one followed 
small grain ( table 6 )  . 
In corn plots that followed small 
grain, there were several unfavor­
able conditions. Soil moisture and 
phosphorus were deficient; quack 
_grass and rocks were prevalent. Twenty pounds of nitrogen and 20 
pounds of P205 (8.8 lbs. of P) per 
acre were broadcast on the surface. 
In spite of these limitations, corn 
yields with wheel track planting 
were comparable to those with con­
ventional methods. Other minimum 
tillage methods were not as suc­
cessful. This was due in part to im­
proper phosphate placement and 
lack of weed control. The spray 
treatment for weed control increas­
ed corn yields with all methods of 
planting. 
In plots where corn followed 
corn, yields were higher than where 
corn followed small grain. This was 
due to better soil moisture condi-
tions and higher level of fertility 
from heavy manure applications. 
With soil moisture and fertility 
more favorable, both wheel track 
planting and hard ground listing 
resulted in yields comparable to 
those with conventional methods. 
Strip processing yields were not as 
high as with other methods. A strik­
ing increase was noted on yield 
from the pre-emergence band spray 
with strip processing in the corn 
after corn plots. 
In 1960 the plow plant method 
was substituted for strip processing 
(table 7). 
Rainfall was more favorable and 
corn yields were higher in most 
plots than those in 1959. Plow plant 
and wheel track methods gave 
yields similar to those with conven­
tional methods. Hard ground list­
ing was not as successful this year 
primarily due to a weed problem 
and to volunteer rye. If these plots 
had been disked before planting, 
the weed problem would not have 
been so severe. 
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A pre-emergence band spray was 
again effective for increasing corn 
yields. Each plot received 3 culti­
vations. The treatment with the 
least amount of tillage had the 
greatest need for a pre-emergence 
spray. 
In 1961 the same methods of 
planting were used as in 1960 but a . 
change was made in the spraytreat­
ments. In previous years most dif­
ferences attributed to planting 
method were actually due to dif­
ferent degrees of weed control. 
Therefore, an over-all spray treat­
ment was included in 1961 in an 
attempt to measure differences in 
yield due to planting method itself 
rather than to diffeuent degrees of 
weed control. Soil fertility was ad­
equate from previous applications 
of manure and commercial fertiii­
zer. All plots received two cultiva­
tions. 
Very little difference was noted 
in yield between the different min­
imum tillage methods with an over-
all spray treatment (table 8). A 
band spray was nearly as effective 
in increasing yields as the over-all 
spray with all treatments except 
hard ground listing. Unsprayed 
plots yielded less than sprayed 
plots. 
In 1962 the minimum tillage 
work was expanded to include 
mulch planting and rototilling at 
the Southeast Research Farm. Fer­
tilizer application machinery was 
improvised or adapted so that a 
starter fertilizer could be applied 
with each planting method. Some 
of these adaptations were not per­
fect, but they did work satisfactor­
ily. Starter was placed 2 inches to 
the side and 2 inches below the 
seed. 
All treatments were hand thin­
ned to 12,000 plants per acre. The 
cropping sequence was corn and 
oats with 4 replications. Randox T 
was applied in a band over the row 
at the- time of seeding at the rate 
of 1.75 pounds of active ingredient 
Table 7. Effect of Tillage Method and Pre-emergence Band Spray on Corn Yields 
Brookings County, 1960. 
Spray Bushels of 
Planting Method treatment* corn per acre 
Conventional spray 74 
Conventional no spray 71 
Plow plant spray 74 
Plow plant no spray 69 
Hard ground listing spray 53 
Hard ground listing no spray 37 
Wheel track spray 77 
Wheel track no spray 68 
*Atrazine 80 W applied in a 1 3 -inch band over the row at time of seeding at the rate of 2 .4 
pounds active ingredients (3 pounds of product) per acre actually covered by the spray. 
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Table 8. Effect of Tillage Method and Spray Treatments on Yield of Corn, 
Brookings County, 1961 . 
Planting Method Spray treatment* Bushels of com per acre 
Conventional No spray 58  
Conventional Band spray 84 
Conventional Over-all spray 85 
Plow plant No spray 78 
Plow plant Band spray 86 
Plow plant Over-all spray 83 
Wheel track No spray 68 
Wheel track Band .spray 86 
Wheel track Over-all spray 8 1  
Hard ground list No spray 61 
Hard ground list Band spray 72 
Hard ground list Over-all spray 8 1  
*Atrazine 80 W applied a t  2.4 pounds active ingredient (3  pounds o f  product) per acre actually 
covered by the spray. 
(5 pounds of product) per acre 
actually covered by the band. 
Hard ground listed plots had no 
seecbed preparation prior to list­
ing. Mulch plots were planted with 
an experimental planter (for de­
scription of planter see section on 
machinery adaptations under strip 
processing). For cultivation in 
mulch plots, a wide V-shaped blade 
was used instead of the usual culti­
vator shovels in order to keep as 
much plant residue on the soil sur­
face as possible. A conventional 
sub-sailer was used on the chiseled 
plots. The chisel point ran approxi-
Table 9. Comparison of Corn Yields with Minimum TiJlage to Yields with Con­
ventional Methods, Southeast Research Farm. 
Planting Method 
Hard ground listing ----- ------------------------­
Wheel track planting ------------------------------
Conventional plant, spring plow _________ _ 
Mulch planting ---------------------------------------­
Spring list after fall subsoiling -------- ·----­
Plow plant ------------------------------------------------
Loose ground listing, fall plow ___________ _ 
Conventional plant, fall plow _____________ _ 
Rototiller, conventional plant --------------· 
Conventional plant, spring plow _________ _ 
Fertilizer* 
N P K 
80 -1 2.3- 0 
80 - 1 2.3- 0 
0 - 0 - 0 
80 - 12.3- 0 
80 -1 2.3- 0 
80 - 12 .3- 0 
80 - 12.3- 0 
80 -1 2.3- 0 
80 - 1 2.3- 0 
80 -12 .3- 0 
Bushels of 






















*80- 12 .3-0 is total fertility applied (elemental basis) . This included 60 pounds of 18-20.6-0 
applied in a band as starter :ind 70 pounds of hqmd nitrogen as sidedress. 
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mately 22 inches beneath the sur­
face. Corn yields for 1962 and 1963 
are presented in table 9. 
Corn yields with most minimum 
tillage methods were excellent in 
1962, a year of favorable weather. 
Water accumulated in lister fur­
rows in early spring and remained 
for several days . This is probably 
one of the reasons why yields from 
listing were generally lower than 
those from conventional planting. 
In 1963, the lowest yielding treat­
ment was mulch planting. This was 
due in part to difficulties in con­
trolling weeds while maintaining a 
straw mulch cover on the surface. 
In listed plots, subsoiling in the fall 
did not increase yields appreciably. 
Corn in listed plots survived a late 
spring freeze with no apparent 
damage, but corn in surface plant­
ed plots required extensive replant­
ing to bring stands back up to 
12,000 plants per acre. 
SUMMARY 
Minimum tillage methods for 
growing corn can be grouped into 
four systems : wheel track planting, 
hard ground listing, plow plant, and 
strip processing. There are several 
combinations and variations of the 
above 4 methods . 
Minimum tillage is not a panacea 
for all the problems encountered 
in growing corn. Each method has 
its own merits, its own problems, 
and its own limitations. The ad­
vantages for using these methods 
are definite and substantial. Oper­
ating costs can be reduced, time 
saved, moisture conserved, and 
mil compaction lessened. 
Disadvantages are usually asso­
ciated with machinery adaptations, 
weed control, fertilizer placement, 
obtaining good stands, and main­
tenance of yields . Under most con­
ditions these disadvantages can be 
minimized or overcome. 
Minimum tillage methods that 
included use of the plow were us­
ually easier to perfect and were 
usually more successful in main­
taining yields . Minimum tillage 
can be used in a wide range of 
soil types, but some methods are 
better adapted to adverse soil con­
ditions. 
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